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August Honors Orientation

O

n Thursday, August 16, 2018,
returning Honors students and
Honors peer mentors helped
Honors freshmen move in a day early.
After a lunch break, the freshman
chose to either ride a shuttle or brave
the heat by walking to the Stewart
Student Retreat Center. There, they
attended an Honors Orientation and
met their assigned peer mentors and
fellow classmates.
Peer mentors and freshmen
participated in ice-breakers and games.
The Honors Director, Dr. Cathlena

Martin, welcomed the new students,
presented key information about
Honors requirements, and advised the
freshmen on their schedules. The peer
mentors also offered insight and advice
regarding fall schedules and courses.
Additionally, a panel of Honors
professsors offered the freshmen advice
for beginning their college careers.
These faculty members included
Drs. Tom Sanders, Alex Beringer,
Benton Tyler, and Tiffany Wang. The
professors also answered questions
from the freshmen about their courses
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August Honors Orientation

and disciplines.
After a dinner of BBQ potatoes and lemon pie squares from Jim ‘N Nicks, students participated in
a frenzied fifteen minutes of a balloon blowing team building exercise. This competition pitted peer
mentor groups against each other to make the tallest balloon free-standing balloon tower using only
balloons and scotch tape. This year Erica Lewis’ team won the contest.

Peer Mentor Group Activities Fall 2018
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Honors Falcon Scholars in Action

T

wo Honors students have been chosen
to serve in the Falcon Scholars in Action
program this year. Congratulations to
India LaPalme and Peri McCoy!
To become a Falcon Scholar, students must
submit an application with recommendation
letters. After UM Service Learning
representatives select Falcon Scholars from
an applicant pool, the students are matched
with non-profit agaencies throughout Shelby
County. The students then commit to one year
of service and earn a stipend and course credit
for the ten hours of service they provide to
their agencies.

Peri McCoy
Peri McCoy, also an elementary education
major in the Honors Program, explains her
position as a Falcon Scholar in Action:
“I work at the Day Program, located in
Alabaster. They provide alternative education
and counseling services to at-risk youth
between 6th and 12th grades, as well as having
a GED program. While I’m there, I work with
kids who might need extra help on a certain
subject or those who just need a separate
space to work. I love being a part of this
learning experience, but my favorite part is the
relationships you build with the students. I’m
teaching them, but I’m also learning so much
from them at the same time, which is probably
the greatest part about this opportunity.”

India LaPalme
India LaPalme, a sophomore elementary
education major in the Honors Program,
describes her experience:
“As a Falcon Scholar, I am working
with Shelby County RSVP, an agency that
coordinates volunteer opportunities for seniors
(those 55+). My responsibilities include filing
documents, writing and proofreading articles
for the monthly newsletter, designing flyers to
promote RSVP-sponsored events and volunteer
opportunites, and updating RSVP’s Facebook
page. Beginning in January 2019, I will also
help teach a technology class for seniors.”
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Early Fall Honors Events
Float into Fall
August 27, 2018
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MHO Elects New Officers

O

n September 7, the Montevallo Honors Organization held elections to fill officer
roles for this academic year. Members elected sophomore Maddy McLendon
as President, sophomore Jillian Sharpe as Secretary, freshman Sarah Wagner as
Treasurer, and senior Donovan Cleckley will serve again as Event Chair.
The MHO meets each Wednesday at 5:00 PM in Ramsay 106. All Honors students are
welcome and encouraged to participate!

E

Honors Students at Elite Night

lite Night was held on November 7, 2018 in Palmer Auditorium. Seven Honors
Program students were named Senior Elite. Congratulations!
Erica Lewis - Engish
Zoe Scott - Environmental Studies
Mary-Haynes Furman - History
Mary Light - Political Science
Danielle Roberts - Marketing
Mara Miller - Exercise and Nutrition Science: Nutrition and Wellness
Justice Allen - Music Performance

The following Honors Program students were also recognized at Elite Night for their
involvement with various campus organizations and programs.
Montevallo Masters: Alex Coleman, Daniel Moore, Olivia Eldridge, William Lowery,
Bria Owens, and Savannah Willard.
Who’s Who Among University of Montevallo Students: Camryn Brooks and William
Lowery
College Night Leaders: Ryan Howard (Gold)
Ms. Montevallo Finalists: Madison Johnson and Savannah Willard
SGA Cabinet: Tori Irvin - President; Olivia Eldridge - Vice President
Bria Owens - UPC Coordinator; Jonathan Mendoza - Assistant UPC Coordinator;
Mary Light - Student Trustee; Isaac Devine - Senate Clerk;
Aden Ward - President Pro-Tempore
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Hell House

T

October 31, 2018

hanks to the planning, baking, organizing and decorating efforts of MHO members, Honors students
hosted another successful Hell House Halloween party. Students participated in a costume contest, ate
spooky snacks, played games, listened to scary stories sponsored by The Tower, and the traditional recitation
of “The Raven” by Dr. Barone.
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Spring 2019 Honors Courses
General Education Honors Courses
COMS 102
Honors Foundations of Oral Communication
COMS 102-001 MWF 11:00 AM - 11:50 AM in Strong 113 CRN 10947
ENG 104
Honors Composition II
ENG 104-001 MW 2:00 - 3:15 PM in Hill House Classroom CRN 10397

Dr. Tiffany Wang
Dr. Cynthia Mwenja

ENG 234
Honors Global Literature Topics
ENG 234-001 TR 9:30 - 10:45 AM in Comer 306 CRN 10448

Dr. Emma Atwood

HIST 104
Honors History of World Civilization II
HIST 104-001 TR 12:30 PM - 1:45 PM in UMOM 220 CRN 10202

Dr. Clark Hultquist

PHIL 221
Honors Ethics
PHIL 221-001 MWF 11:00 AM - 11:50 AM in Comer 309 CRN 11267

Dr. Michael Patton

SOC 102
Honors Introductory Sociology
SOC 102-001 TR 9:30 AM - 10:45 AM in UMOM 220 CRN 12267

Dr. Deborah Lowry

Spring Honors 300 Courses – 1 Credit Hour
HNRS 308
Multiculturalism
HNRS 308-001 M 9:00 – 9:50 AM in Ramsay 106 CRN 12593

Dr. James McDonald

This class explores human cultural diversity, with a focus on how we can understand race and ethnicity, but
also why difference in identity matters so intensely to people. We will focus on the basic dynamics of racial and
ethnic identity, and how the two differ. An intensive applied course in understanding and navigating diversity
with an emphasis on reflexivity and self-awareness.
HNRS 308
Montevallo Traditions
HNRS 308-002 M 1:00 – 1:50 PM in Hill House Classroom CRN 12308

Mr. Carey Heatherly

With an emphasis on history, this class will explore Montevallo’s cast of town and campus characters and
traditions. Students will use digital tools to document, curate, and deep map landmarks dating from the earliest
days of the town to the present. Topics will include folklore, College Night, the Works’ Progress Administration,
bricks, squirrels, etc. While the class will have an historical focus, content will include theatre, literature, and
environmental studies, and will feature other subjects. Students will be expected to complete digitally-delivered
writing assignments which will be available for public consumption.
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Spring 2019 Honors Courses
HNRS 308
The Banned Book
Dr. Erin Chandler & Mr. Carey Heatherly
HNRS 308-003 W 1:00 – 1:50 PM in Hill House Classroom CRN 12600
This course examines the politics of banned literature. Texts such as Huckleberry Finn, Lord of the Flies, I
Know Why the Caged Bird Sings, The Golden Compass, Are You There, God? It’s Me Margaret, and even the
beloved To Kill a Mockingbird have been classified as taboo, with critics citing rape, profanity, racism, sexuality,
and immorality as reasons students should not engage with their contents. Yet, why wouldn’t we attempt to
understand these facets of the human condition via powerful narratives? In order to engage this question, we
will raise some of the following sub-questions: how are texts used as political tools? What are the grounds for
censorship and how can its success be judged? Is censorship ever justifiable? In what ways can writers fight
against bans? The class will meet in the Pat Scales room and employ the collection as well as Pat Scale’s expertise.
It includes engagement with non-traditional texts and highly controversial topics relevant to Honors students. It
is both highly collaborative and culturally relevant.
Spring Honors 300 Courses – 3 Credit Hours
HNRS 309
Journeys through Counter Storytelling and Place-Based Learning
HNRS 309-001 TR 2:00 – 3:15 PM in Hill House Classroom CRN 12602

Dr. Gregory Samuels

After obtaining a basic understanding of counter storytelling, and place-based learning, students will be
able to participate in engaging discourse on those theories and practices while seeing their immediate and
distant communities in a similar way to a living museum. This course will incorporate strategies from Critical
Race Theory and Place as Text (NCHC, 2018). Sub-fields of Critical Race Theory such as AsianCrit, LatCrit,
TribalCrit, Critical Race Feminism, and Critical Whiteness will also be explored. To add context to discussions
on counter storytelling and place-based learning, students will have the opportunity to explore various spaces
and places in Montevallo, Birmingham, Montgomery, as well as places outside of the United States, through
virtual field trips or visual investigations. All majors and concentrations are welcome and will find this course
useful to gain a background in Critical Race Theory, Counter Storytelling, and Place-Based Learning.
Spring Honors 400 Courses – 1 Credit Hour
HNRS 400
Golson Seminar*
Drs. Cathlena Martin & Hollie Cost
HNRS 400-001 M 3:30 PM - 4:20 PM in Hill House Classroom CRN 11834
*This course is required for all Honors students wishing to graduate with the Honors Diploma.
It is designed to be the capstone of your Honors experience at the University of Montevallo. As such, it will
provide a classroom space to let you reflect on your time in the Honors program, help you stimulate the
current intellectual climate at UM, and then provide tools to assist you for your next stage in life. The course is
structured around three critical areas in higher education: teaching, service, and research. We will explore all
three through the lens of your Honors experiences and with an eye toward your future endeavors. Thus, we will
reflect on past honors courses that have been taught to you, engage in a service project for the betterment of the
current Honors students, and research toward your future.
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Spring 2019 Honors Courses
Spring Honors 400 Courses – 3 Credit Hours
HNRS 409
American Transcendentalism
HNRS 409-001 TR 11:00 AM – 12:15 PM in Comer 306

Drs. Alex Beringer & Stefan Forrester

“Trust thyself, every heart vibrates to that iron string.” This phrase from Ralph Waldo Emerson is the mantra
of the intellectual movement known as American Transcendentalism. As simple as it sounds, this insight has
been a transformative force in American thought and culture. We can see the Transcendentalists’ influence
everywhere today: Transcendentalism had a profound effect on ideas about individualism and democracy;
it is often cited as the inspiration for the passive non-resistance of Mahatma Gandhi and Martin Luther
King Jr.; transcendentalist thought features heavily in the politics of both left-wing environmentalists and
right-wing libertarians; Walt Whitman, the transcendentalist poet, is even credited with inventing free verse
poetics. This team-taught course in philosophy and English explores the thought, culture, and practice of the
transcendentalists. Reading classic texts such Emerson’s Nature, Henry David Thoreau’s Walden, Margaret
Fuller’s Summer on the Lakes, and Walt Whitman’s Leaves of Grass, we will delve into the movement’s finer
points. It is a journey that will take us to some unexpected places including the Unitarian churches of Boston,
Hindu temples, experimental farming communes, 19th century America’s free love movement (!), and one very
famous pond in Concord, Massachusetts. Because the transcendentalists emphasized individual experience and
contact with nature, this course will feature a significant experiential learning component. Many of our sessions
will involve hands-on activities and thought experiments in outdoor settings the University’s on-campus lake,
the teaching facility at Ebenezer swamp, as well as a brief field trip to urban parts of nature with an excursion to
Birmingham.
Cross-lists with ENG 431/PHIL 465
HNRS 409
Deliberative Communication
HNRS 409-002 MW 2:00 – 3:15 PM in Strong 119

Drs. Sherry Ford & Sally Hardig

A wave of theory and research has developed the idea of “deliberative democracy,” which describes a political
system involving broad public participation, serious deliberation on issues, and thoughtful policymaking. This
course introduces students to recent theory and research on deliberation and sharpens their skills at a range
of processes, including informal political conversation, public forums, and deliberation within and between
governments and nonprofit organizations. If the course is successful, students should develop: (a) a clearer
understanding how deliberative processes work; (b) a bit more skill at deliberating; (c) the ability to recognize
when contemporary practices fall short of the deliberative ideal; and (d) some ideas for how to make our
political process and our society more deliberative.
Cross-lists with COMS 460 Pre-requisite COMS 101/102
HNRS 409
HNRS 409-003

Environmental Justice
TR 9:30 –10:45 AM in UMOM 220 CRN 12603

Dr. Meredith Tetloff

This interdisciplinary course will examine racial and income inequalities that result from the development
and implementation of environmental policies. It will investigate the root causes of these disparities, their impact
on physical, mental, and emotional health, and mechanisms for meaningful change. The course will consist
of group project visits to identified communities, lectures from course professors and guest speakers, online
content, and a community-wide presentation.
Cross-lists with ES 410/SWK 411
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Summer 2019 Honors Courses
HNRS 309
HNRS 309-102

May Term Honors Courses – 3 Credit Hours
Global Theatre
M-F 10:00 AM – 12:30 PM in Hill House CRN 50145

Ms. Emily Gill

This course, through readings and discussion of global theories and interdisciplinary topics affecting the
development of those global theories, aims to provide students with a foundation for forming their own Design as Performance piece. In addition to an intensive “boot camp” introducing students to non-American,
non-Western, and alternative theories of performance development, this course will lead students through
the development and realization of their own collaborative performance art piece.
Cross-lists with THEA 450

Summer II Honors Course – 3 Credit Hours
HNRS 309-251
Family Communication
Dr. Tiffany Wang
COMS 365
MTWRF 10:20 - 12:20 PM in Strong 113 CRN 50146
This course helps students gain an understanding of how communication functions to develop,
maintain, enrich, or limit family relationships and develop an understanding of functional families across a
wide range of structures and cultural backgrounds.
Cross-lists with COMS 365 Pre-requisite: COMS 101/ COMS 102
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Peer Mentor Spotlights: Part Two
Jill Sharpe

Sophomore Chemistry major
Phenix City, AL
1. What activities are you involved with at the University of Montevallo? Chi Omega, MHO,
and Gold Side
2. What advice do you have for the ﬁrst-year students in the Honors Program? Don’t be afraid to go
outside your comfort zone! A big part of college is the experiences you have, so branch out.
3. What aspect of the Honors Program have you most appreciated? The smaller class sizes, as well as
the special topic classes that are offered.
4. What is your favorite book, movie, and/or band? My favorite book is To Kill A Mockingbird, and my
favorite band is Casting Crowns.
5. What is your favorite spot on the University of Montevallo campus? The lake!
6. What are your post-graduation plans?
I plan on going to pharmacy school after I graduate.
7. What might someone be surprised to know about you?
One of my favorite foods is cottage cheese.
Jill Sharpe

Erica Lewis
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Peer Mentor Spotlights: Part Two
Erica Lewis
Senior Art major Huntsville, AL
1. What activities are you involved with at the University of Montevallo? I am a tutor at the LEC,
a peer mentor for the Honors Program, as well as the Editor in Chief of the university yearbook,
Montage.
2. What advice do you have for the ﬁrst-year students in the Honors Program? I would advise
students to manage their time well, which seems like a given, but there is a reason it is said so much.
There are quite a few times I spent more time dreading the amount of work I had to do for an
assignment than the time I actually spent completing it, so just put your head down and get it done.
3. What aspect of the Honors Program have you most appreciated? I really love all the Honors
classes I have taken. The main difference for me is that they are more based in conversation rather
than lecture. There are also specialized classes outside of the Honors sections of general education
courses, and I feel like these teachers are really excited to teach the classes they are offering, which
makes the class as a whole far more enjoyable. I also appreciated the Honors housing when I lived on
campus. It was nice to be in the same residence hall as people who were in my classes and who had a
similar academic mindset.
I am an Honors peer mentor and I think that system is really helpful. When I was a freshman, we
had mentors who reached out to us throughout the year, but it was not as structured as having a class
like Honors 100 is now. Some of the things that are discussed in Honors 100 are things I didn’t learn
until I was a junior. Everything in this class is useful, and I think it is and will contiune to be a great
resource for incoming students. Information aside, it is also a great means to meet more people and
become closer to students who are both within Honors and within your major
4. What is your favorite book, movie, and/or band?
I love the 2004 movie adaptation of Phantom of the Opera, but Dinner for Schmucks is also a top
movie choice of mine. Aside from those gems, I love horror movies, both the actually good and the
really bad.
5. What is your favorite spot on the University of Montevallo campus? I have been given the
opportunity to have a studio on campus in Peterson, and that is a really amazing space in which to
work. My studio and the printmaking room in Bloch are my favorite spaces on campus. The former
gives me an amazing sense of accomplishment and ownership, but the latter is where I have spent
most of my time making artwork and talking to my advisor Scott Stephens about my ideas.
6. What are your post-graduation plans?
Ideally, I would like to attend graduate school to get my MFA in studio arts.
7. What might someone be surprised to know about you? My local best friend is from Pakistan,
and I actually have more experience cooking Pakistani food than any other kind. I also really love to
swim laps for exercise.
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Peer Mentor Spotlights: Part Two
Oliver Smith

Junior Psychology Major
Cleveland, AL

1. What activities are you involved with at the University of Montevallo?
I am an RA for Lund Hall, as well as Historian for Phi Gamma Delta. I also play French horn in the
Wind Ensemble.
2. What advice do you have for the ﬁrst-year students in the Honors Program?
Go to class, even if you think nothing important will be discussed. Also, get involved. Certainly,
college is about getting a degree and working hard, but it is also about growing as an individual and
meeting lifelong friends. Joining various organizations is the best way to do this.
3. What aspect of the Honors Program have you most appreciated?
Aside from free printing and priority registration, I love having smaller classes. It enables you to
know the professor better and have better relationships with your peers.
4. What is your favorite book, movie, and/or band?
I have always enjoyed the Star Wars franchise.
5. What is your favorite spot on the University of Montevallo campus?
My favorite spot has to be Main Quad. I have many fond memories of Main Quad and I always
enjoy walking through the quad on my way to classes.
6. What are your post-graduation plans?
I plan to enter the master’s program here at UM for Clinical Mental Health Counseling.
7. What might someone be surprised to know about you?
I love to compose music. In my free time, I enjoy either arranging classical pieces for small
ensembles or simply writing out music for an ensemble.
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Peer Mentor Spotlights: Part Two
Abbey Thornton

Junior Chemistry Major
with a Biology Minor
Clanton, AL

1. What activities are you involved with at the University
of Montevallo?
SGA Sophomore Senator, Alpha Lambda Delta, Sigma Alpha Pi,
Baptist Campus Ministries, Honors Program, Gold Side
2. What advice do you have for the ﬁrst-year students in
the Honors Program?
GET INVOLVED!!! Also, take advantage of campus resources
and faculty advisors. These things are available to help you.
3. What aspect of the Honors Program have you most appreciated?
Peer mentor groups. It was nice to start off freshman year by meeting a few people. I met my new best friends
because of my peer mentor group.
4. What is your favorite book, movie, and/or band?
Favorite book: The Shack - by Gary Keller
Favorite movie: Beauty and the Beast
Favorite band: Hillsong and Elevation, Worship
5. What is your favorite spot on the University of Montevallo campus?
Harman. I spent 99% of my time on campus there. Also Hill House is pretty fun.
6. What are your post-graduation plans?
Medical school. I want to be an oncologist.
7. What might someone be surprised to know about you?
I have an unhealthy addiction to Haribo Sour Gold bears, chocolate, and playing any keyboard instrument that
I can get my hands on.
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Honors Program Director
Dr. Cathlena Martin
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Requirements to Stay Active in Honors
Hill House, Station 6501
Montevallo, AL 35115

-Maintain at least a 3.2 overall GPA
-Take at least one Honors course per academic year
You will be notified via campus e-mail at the end
of each semester if your status changes.

instagram.com / umhonors

snapchat.com / umhonors

facebook.com / HonorsUM

(205) 665 - 6501

twitter.com / UMHonors

honors@montevallo.edu
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